This paper investigates Threshold Autoregressive (TAR) models that contain a limited number of observations in some regimes. Simulations show that within the context of the real exchange rate literature, parameter estimates exhibit signi…cant small sample bias even with long time series data. These distortions create substantial power losses in attempting to identify values of coe¢ cients from data.
Introduction
Conventional wisdom would dictate that when there are insu¢ cient numbers of observations in data, we would obtain an imprecise and biased estimate of parameters we would wish to infer. This paper explores the impact of limited observations in estimating coe¢ cients within a model that exhibits nonlinear dynamics, known as a threshold autoregressive (TAR) model. TAR models and its variants have become popular in several literatures. 1 Within a TAR model, the evolution of the dependent variable may follow di¤erent time series processes for di¤erent sub samples. The particular regime speci…c process adopted depends on the observed historical value of that variable, as does the transition from one regime to another.
E¢ cient estimation of coe¢ cients in di¤erent regimes carries the implicit requirement that there are su¢ cient numbers of observations within each regime. If there are insu¢ cient observations in any given regime, then the estimation methodology is subject to small sample bias and yields ine¢ cient estimates. Using the literature on real exchange rates as an example, this paper presents some informal evidence that regimes may contain small samples and then uses simulations to examine the extent to which small sample bias a¤ects parameter estimates within the class of threshold autoregressive models. 2 
A TAR model of the Real Exchange Rate
The standard model within the real exchange rate literature is one where the real exchange rate is assumed to follow a linear AR(1) process. De…ning the log of the real exchange rate, q t , at time period t as:
1 Two examples from di¤erent literatures include Christopoulos and León-Ledesma (2007) and Kilian and Taylor (2003) . Taylor and Taylor (2004) contains an excellent review of application of TAR models to the literature on real exchange rates.
2 Although the paper examines the issue within the context of the real exchange rate literature, the thesis of the paper is valid for any models which utilize threshold autoregressions or its variants. (Michael, Nobay & Peel, 1997) ; commodity points (Obstfeld & Taylor, 1997) ; and noise traders (Kilian and Taylor, 2003) .
Within the band, real exchange rates can exhibit random walk type behavior. Once outside some threshold value, price di¤erentials are su¢ ciently large that arbitrage becomes pro…table and so the real exchange rate is symmetrically mean reverting. Hence the entire time series process is globally stationary.
I consider the family of T AR(p; d) models which are characterized by the order of autoregression, p, and an arbitrary delay parameter d. The delay parameter, d, is the particular lag order that is used to determine within which threshold regime the current observation falls. Let y t represent the deviation from PPP, de…ned as:
The process y t exhibits two types of behavior. If the historical value of the real exchange rate lies in the inner regime, i.e. jy t d j < c, arbitrage does not occur and the real exchange rate exhibits a random walk type behavior. In the outer regime, i.e. jy t d j > c, arbitrage occurs as in the standard model and we observe mean reversion towards the center of the band. I follow Obstfeld and Taylor (1997) in selecting p = d = 1 and write the TAR speci…cation in terms of deviations from PPP: and Taylor (1997) , Tsay (1989) etc, as follows.
Having set p = d = 1, I estimate out and c using grid-search methods and follow Balke and Fomby (1997) in searching over the threshold parameter, c. 3 I minimize the sum of squared residuals for observations in the outer regime since I wish to provide the best possible …t for observations that lie in that regime. As an alternative I also maximize a weighted R 2 measure (weighted by the number of observations in each regime), which captures the overall goodness of …t for observations both inside and outside the thresholds. The search algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Sort jy t j and divide the interval into candidate thresholds c k ; k = 1; :::; J ranking from the lowest to the highest value in steps of 0.001.
2. Choose c equal to the k th highest value of c k .
3. Partition the sample into observations that lie within the inner and outer regimes.
4. Perform OLS on each of the partitioned samples and calculate the residual sum of squares and weighted R 2 values.
5. Whilst k < J; increase k by 1 and go to step 2.
6. Locate the choice of k and c k that achieves the objective being used. Note the associated out ; in ; out ; in .
An important point to note is that studies estimating TAR models typically restrict the set of thresholds that they search over, by starting at the 10th percentile for jy t j and ending at the 90th percentile at step 1. Thus, they eliminate partitions at step 3 which contain few observations.
Since I wish to examine the distribution of out under small samples, I include those candidate thresholds that lead to limited observations in the outer regime. Table 1 reports the results from the estimating the T AR(1; 1) model.
From panel A, an unrestricted grid search over c that minimizes the residual sum of squares leads to few observations in the outer regime for all countries. The lack of observations yields ine¢ cient estimates of out (and out ) and renders them unreliable. With the exception of the dollar-sterling real exchange rate, none of the out s are signi…cant. For the inner regime, we are unable to reject the null hypothesis of a unit root in the real exchange rate for any country. Since the sum of squared residuals criterion is subject to the same distortions as the parameter estimates, additional evidence from the weighted R 2 criterion measuring the overall goodness of …t for both regimes in panel B …nds the same choice of threshold values for all countries with the exception of Japan.
For Japan, a smaller threshold value of 0.4 is obtained along with a unit increase in the number of observations that lie in the outer regime. However, out is once again insigni…cant even though the inner regime indicates random-walk type behavior.
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Since I seek to understand the extent to which the estimates of out are distorted when there are a small number of observations, I conduct simulations to derive the small sample distribution for out and the number of observations falling in the outer regime. In order to set the simulation up so that it corresponds to actual data, I use the parameters estimated for the dollar-sterling real exchange rate and set c = 0:3; out = in = 0:025; in = 1: I consider three values for out 2 f0:5; 0:75; 0:9g and conduct the Monte Carlo simulations as follows:
1. Select n + b; where n is the length of the pseudo data to be generated and b are the number of initial values to discard to avoid initial value bias.
2. Generate i = 1; :::; m trials of the data using the TAR speci…cation in (3).
3. For each simulation, estimate the TAR(1,1) model as above using a grid search on c. The magnitude of the bias is mitigated somewhat the smaller the true value of out . However, a signi…cant bias remains. Figure 4 depicts the results from holding the true value of out constant, but varying the length of the generated series which is analyzed. I examine series of length 200, 400 and 600 for out = 0:9.
As the histograms show, the number of observations at the true value of out increases as the length of the analyzed series increases. As one would expect, time series data of greater length would have increased power in detecting the true value of out since one would expect to obtain a larger number of instances where out is correctly estimated and inferred. When the length of the series, n = 200; 400 and 600, the true value of out is correctly inferred approximately 1 percent, 4.5 percent and 10 percent of the time respectively. This result highlights the extensive loss in power in being able to detect the correct value of out with a limited number of observations.
Conclusions
This paper explores the e¤ect that limited observations have on coe¢ cient estimates for regimes, within threshold autoregressive models. Using the literature on real exchange rates as an example, I highlight the proposition that some regimes may contain a limited number of observations. I utilize simulations to derive the small sample distribution for coe¢ cient estimates and explore the e¤ects in terms of biases and power losses that arise when estimating coe¢ cients. I …nd that a small sample bias exists and is large in magnitude. This generates distortions and leads to ine¢ ciency when estimating parameters. Moreover, it leads to substantial power loss in being able to detect and identify the true value of parameters in the data. The results of this study are intended to provide a note of caution since the …ndings here may have severe implications for papers that utilize TAR models, particularly where the underlying threshold value is large. 
